10 million set aside for centennial preparation

BY LORAIN WATTERS
The Prospector

The clanking and hammering of drills resonate off stucco walls across campus, while orange and blue barriers hug above concrete rubble. With construction seemingly overtaking campus, UTEP is preparing a new face for the 100th anniversary.

On Aug. 22, 2013, the University of Texas System Board of Regents approved a $10 million allocation that will go towards the campus transformation plan.

“Money comes from different places—state legislature, tuition and private funds. We are getting the money from private donors, who have made donations specifically for the celebration and many people have donated,” said Keith Erickson, executive director for the centennial office.

Throughout the 2014 spring and fall semesters, students, faculty and staff will be able to attend centennial-themed lectures, academic events and parties.

“Any type of activity, chances are we will have it,” Erickson said. “We did it on purpose. We can’t just have one event, so we’re reaching out to alumni. Some events will be around the world. The overarching goal is to get everyone involved.”

In 2010, President Diana Natalicio appointed a 100-member commission. Alumni, faculty and staff members of see CENTENNIAL on page 4

FROM THE VAULT

January 1, 1922 featured a partial view of the campus and the newly-elected captain of the football team.
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The Old Main building photographed in 1918.

CLUBS

Registered student organizations to participate in centennial celebrations

BY AMANDA GUILLEN
The Prospector

Registered student organizations are preparing for a busy schedule of traditional and new events with a centennial spin.

According to Catie McCorry Andalais, associate vice president of Student Life, a myriad of campus organizations will take part in centennial events including Greek organizations, honor societies, special interest groups and service-learning organizations.

McCorry-Andalais said the events are an opportunity for the organizations to be recognized for their service to the community.

“These events are also opportunities for the members of these organizations to practice what they are learning in the classrooms,” she said. “To plan an event, to facilitate a meeting, to engage with community leaders, to work with someone different from themselves, to demonstrate the incredible talent of our student body.”

During halftime at the Jan. 9 basketball game, 20 student organizations were recognized and helped UTEP athletics kick off their centennial celebration.

McCorry-Andalais said Student Life hopes to more than double the number of organizations that participate in Minerpalooza.

“Minerpalooza 2014 will be the premier opportunity for student organizations to showcase their talents.”

-Catie McCorry Andalais, associate vice president of Student Life

see ORGS on page 4
Welcome to centennial year!

There is a time portal behind the editor’s desk.

Veterans from both world wars, 16 U.S. administrations and 1966 NCAA champions and Chicano movement activists live in this roughly 12-by-6-foot dimly lit room accompanied by thousands of cigarettes, zoot suits and classic Cadillacs.

They are bound together with time and space, the yellow pages slowly crumbling underneath the sepia-toned newsprint.

Stepping into this portal, looking at 100 years of UTEP and El Paso history from the point of view of the students, we are reminded that eventually these words will be bound and we will join them.

The centennial year is more than just an anniversary, it’s a tilt of the hat to our now colored pages, photographs and website complete with videos and podcasts, it is clear that our publication has grown just as much as the university.

Our award winning staff will continue to be at the forefront of everything that happens here and throughout El Paso, setting the bar high for future generations. This year you can expect a myriad of videos, slideshows, podcasts and more on our website at theprospectordaily.com.

One hundred years from now, when the editors of The Prospector are working on their bicentennial issue, they will look back at our work and see exactly what life was like in 2014.

They will see that things were not entirely easy, the university was not perfect and our generation faced many obstacles, but they will also see that our school was as unique as the community it served and was filled with just as much heart.

We are a lucky few to be able to say we attended the university during this milestone. We are a part of two millennials.

Editor’s note: To the future Prospector editors, if time travel has been invented please visit us at 1 p.m Jan. 21 in the office. Thanks!

The Prospector staff may be reached at theprospectordaily@gmail.com.
CAMPUS LIFE

Former student begins recycling initiative at UTEP

BY LORAIN WATTERS
The Prospector

Students will begin to see groups of multi-colored bins on campus starting Jan. 21 as part of the Miner Recycling System's new initiative to help the university become mindful of waste.

According to Pedro Diaz, a recent graduate of business and project manager for the Miner Recycling System, UTEP’s current recycle rate is 8.47 percent, whereas other UT schools are much higher, 25-50 percent.

Diaz said 75 percent of what is consumed can be recycled, and only 25 percent is trash.

MRS was able to begin the project with the help of Union Services and the UTEP Green Fund.

"MRS is a pilot. We have bins located in Union Building East and West, the Natural Gas and Conference Center and the College of Business," Diaz said. "The pilot will end April 31st and then we will decide whether it was successful and to continue the program campus wide."

Information will be handed out to students about the project and how to use each bin and posters will display further information.

The red bin is for aluminum cans, black is for trash—including coffee cups and organic waste—the blue bin is for plastics that are marked with a 1 or 2—such as water bottles, and the green bin is for paper—white or colored paper, excluding newspaper and magazines.

"I think (the recycling system) is long overdue," Ofelia Dominguez, Union Services Director, said. "We should have been doing this a long time ago...I think our students are ready and I hope that we get a lot of participation."

Like Dominguez, Arthur Morales, junior English and American literature major, agrees that this program should have started sooner and is excited to see the benefits that accompany it.

"I can trace (being eco-friendly) back to the first time I saw Disney's 'Pocohontas.' It had a pretty big impact on the way I saw nature. After that I saw everything as being alive, but it wasn't until after I got to UTEP and saw a PETA (People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals) video in class that I started to really become aware of the effects of our actions," Morales said.

Morales uses the Sun Metro and has taken up cycling to get around the city by realizing what and how much he consumes and the effects that food has on the body. Morales was able to spend his money wisely and limit the amount of his intake.

"Growing up poor, I was used to only having what I needed and I was very aware of the importance of space. I think the key to living an eco-friendly life is to minimize the amount of stuff you have," Morales said. "The best way to raise awareness for recycling is to place it in front of people's faces. Hopefully more students will become more conscious of what they buy now because they will see where their trash ends up."

For more information about MRS, visit gospread.utepl.edu.

For information on Sun Metro, visit Sunmetro.net.

MICHELA ROMAN / THE PROSPECTOR
A student uses the new recycling bins placed in Union Building East.

RT. 70 UNIVERSITY EXPRESS - EASTSIDE TERMINAL TO UTEP M-F 6AM-6PM
RT. 75 GLORY RD/RC POE EXPRESS - FAR EAST TO UTEP M-F 5:50AM-7:23PM
Burmese, Bhutanese refugees tell of education, economic challenges in U.S.

MIRA CASSIDY
The Asian American Foundation Wire
WASHINGTON — Refugees from Bhutan began arriving in the United States in 2008. Former from the Bhutan government's discriminatory social and political rule. About a year later, large numbers of refugees from Myanmar also came to the U.S. Burmese and the Bhutanese are the two largest refugee groups who resettled in the U.S. in 2011 – 56 percent – according to a study that discusses the major social, cultural and educational challenges these communities face.

The number has been increasing. From 2005 to 2011, the U.S. admitted 77,365 refugees from Bhutan. And from 2008 to 2011, refugees from Bhutan totaled 46,008. Those numbers came from a report by the Asian & Pacific Islander American Scholarship Fund and the Association for Asian American Studies. The report found that 30 percent of Burmese Americans live below the poverty line.

"Today the number one refugees coming to the U.S. are from Bhutan and number two in Burma," Naidi Harkison, president and executive director of the scholarship fund, said.

Myra Daughy, a board member of Karen American Communities Foundation, talked about the challenges that Burmese and Bhutanese refugees face after they come to the United States. Daughy, a political refugee from Myanmar, formerly called Burma, came to the U.S. 25 years ago. She explained how terrible the education system was.

For 10 years she and the other kids in hometown studied under the trees. They used little blackboards for notebooks and slimmer rocks from the river as pencils. She used notebooks for the first time when she came to a refugee camp. They learned everything by reciting in their local language, as there were no textbooks. She cited language as the major challenge for the refugees.

On the other hand, while Burmese refugees face similar problems, there was a silver lining, because there were schools near the camps, and they were allowed to attend nearby universities. But the stigma of being a refugee still clings to them and the result is few jobs.

Talking about how difficult it is for children to adjust in different social environments, Daughy said, "I feel the pain of these children." Javile Weng, associate professor, University of Maryland, College Park, said, "These communities do not arrive by choice but, by circumstances, and their experience is not defined by privilege, but by trauma.

Burmese Americans face serious economic and educational challenges. The high school dropout rate is 40 percent. The U.S. dropout rate in 2009 was 3.4 percent, according to the U.S. census.

"Government funding for orientation programs, programs for English language programs and for all sorts of basic social services are really critical for the people of these communities," Weng said, emphasizing local government's roles in everyday lives.

Asked if the organization has any educational plans in mind for the children, Harkison said the major barrier these organizations face is that they don't have enough money to sponsor large scale programs on their own.

"This is the worst education attainment rate of any community, ever, and organizations need to take interest in these problems in order to fund the programs," he said. Daughy agreed that these programs are important.

"But the biggest question that comes up is who will be doing the work, because the people in the community do not have the capacity and knowledge to do such a thing," she said.

Back service from Galba at length available, use 312-717-4560. All rights reserved. No one may reproduce this material that gives the exporter's byline and credits the Wire.
**IN BRIEF**

**DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. CELEBRATION**
Tuesday, Jan. 21, students are invited to the Union Plaza at 11:45 a.m. for a celebration to commemorate Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

**MINING BOOKS BOOK CLUB**
Tuesday, Jan. 28, Daniel Chacon and Ann Horak will lead the discussion of “Everything Begins and Ends at the Kentucky Club” by Benjamin Alire Saenz at the Blumberg Auditorium at 6 p.m.

**JUNIOR LEAGUE AND CENTENNIAL MUSEUM BIRTHDAY PARTY**
Saturday, Jan. 25, the El Paso community is invited to the celebration of UTEP’s 100th birthday and the Junior League of El Paso, Inc.’s 80th birthday. The event will begin at 1:30 p.m. at the Centennial Museum and Chihuahuan Desert Garden with kid-friendly activities, tours, games, a scavenger hunt, an opportunity to take photos with Paydirt Pete and birthday cake.

**EL PASO PRO-MUSICA TRIBUTE CONCERT**
Tuesday, Jan. 28, NPR’s Rob Kapilow of “What Makes it Great” will explore a Beethoven Trio, called, “The Archduke.” His accompanists will be UTEP cello professor Zuill Bailey, along with music department professors Dominic Dousa and Stephanie Meyers.

**AIRPORT EXHIBIT UNVEILING**
Friday, Jan. 24, the El Paso Airport and UTEP will unveil a centennial celebration exhibit at 1:30 p.m.

**ENGINEERING STUDENTS TO COMPETE IN STEEL BRIDGE COMPETITION**
A group of UTEP engineering students will compete at the Steel Bridge 2014 Texas-Mexico Regional Competition hosted by the University of Texas at Arlington. The competition enriches civil engineering education with a comprehensive design-build project experience. Each participating team conceives, designs, fabricates and erects a unique bridge. The Texas-Mexico Regional Competition pits design entrants against each other through a series of tests to determine the best models. The top three teams become eligible for the national competition. UTEP won the regional competition in 2011 and 2012 and received third place in 2013.
New Meeting of Alcoholics Anonymous
There Is An Answer for Problems with Alcohol
Come Find Out

Wednesdays, Noon - 1 pm
Union Building West, Room 105

Weee... want to save you money on car insurance.
Contact us to see how much you could save.
915-779-2489
604 Montana Ave Suite B El Paso
geico.com/locoo

Seeking part-time
vending machine locator.
- Flexible schedule.
- No experience required.

"Must be outgoing and willing to talk with business owners.*
$50.00 per machine placed.
Call 491-4155

New options for buying books this semester

BY ELA DES RAMIREZ
The Prospector

With the start of the spring semester comes the often-dreaded running of the textbook treadmill. Students are inundated with options for purchasing textbooks, from brick-and-mortar stores to a digital whirligig of web sites offering the best deal.

"I hardly ever purchase textbooks through UTEP’s bookstore," said Cicely A. Ortiz, senior psychology major. "I can honestly say I end up paying $275 a semester for all my textbooks online, rather than wasting that same amount per textbook at the bookstore.

It seems more and more students are expressing a similar opinion. Students spend an estimate of $665 per academic year for course materials, according to a 2012 study by the National Association of College Stores, a not-for-profit trade group representing retailers like campus bookstores.

The same study indicates that the industry trend is pointing toward an overall reduction in the amount spent by students.

In a press release, NACS director of public relations Charles Schmidt said, "This is terrific news for students, who continue to be pressured by the higher cost of attending college. The rapidly decline in textbook spending indicates that the money-saving strategies college stores have implemented are working."

He lists book rentals, used book sales and student prudence as some of the reasons for the reduction.

A more recent 2013 College Board study confirms that students at public four-year institutions will spend an estimated $1,207 on books and supplies for the 2013-14 academic year.

"I prefer to purchase my textbooks from Craiglist because they are usually more affordable than the books located in El Paso, as well as I am able to get them that same day," said Karina Villa, senior psychology major. "Recently, I have found that so often you can find cheaper prices, but you have to order a few weeks before classes start because it takes longer to receive."

Classified listing sites such as Craiglist have often been a last resort for students in dire need of a textbook at a certain price point.

Joshua Hinchli, CEO of postyourbook.com, hopes he has taken the best of these sites, incorporated a community element and made something that will be attractive to students.

Postyourbook.com is a relatively new contender to the online textbook sales market. Founded in 2010, the website currently boasts 250,000 student users participating in a "social network" of book traders.

The idea was conceived when Hinchli was a student at Santa Monica College. He noticed that students would buy books at the university bookstore, use them for class, then attempt to recoup the costs. Books that were originally purchased for upwards of $100 would have a buy-back price of around $20.

The concept was born.

"Why don't we allow students to better the sale of books to each other?" Hinchli said. It is a website where students can come to and connect to each other.

Rather than settling for a significantly low return, students can meet others halfway and find a price that seller and buyer can live with.

The site is designed to connect students on their home campus to create a safe and budget-friendly exchange.

Perhaps one of the most innovative features in the PIN system, which allows students to pay via a credit card. They are given a PIN that they enter when making a transaction. The seller is then paid by the site directly.

I found a book online for $1.99 that the UTEP Bookstore was selling for $70. The only reason I will buy or rent from the bookstore is if I need the book ASAP.

Irene Jimenez, senior English and American literature major, change with the seller whenever they meet. The seller can use the PIN to redeem the amount agreed upon in the initial deal.

Hinchli adds that being able to meet and interact with other students on campus rather than just a faceless username via mail will make his site a clear choice for college students.

As of Jan. 19, Postyourbook.com had approximately 380 listings for texts used at UTEP in courses like mathematics, anatomy and literature. Regardless of where a book is purchased, all that is guaranteed is that students will benefit from the best deal.

"The bookstore is ridiculously expensive," said Irene Jimenez, senior English and American literature major. I found a book online for $1.99 that the UTEP Bookstore was selling for $70. The only reason I will buy or rent from the bookstore is if I need the book ASAP."

5. 2013 Census Bureau may be reached at 26770112.
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**STUDENT RECREATION CENTER**
**FITNESS PROGRAMS SPRING 2014**

**U**TEP Students, Staff & Faculty MEMBERS
of the Student Recreation Center

**FREE WEEK** January 27th to January 31st

---

**MONDAY + WEDNESDAY**

- **6:30-7:30 am** Spinning®, Rm. 130
  - **8:00-9:00 am** Swimming Conditioning, Pool
  - **8:30-9:30 am** Insanity®, Rm. 130
  - **9:00-10:00 am** Vinyasa Yoga, Rm. 110A
  - **9:30-10:30 am** Body Sculpting, Rm. 120
  - **10:30-11:30 am** Fusion Pilates, Rm. 130
  - **11:00-12:00 pm** UTEP Swag (hip hop), M/W/F
  - **12:15-1:15 pm** Body Sculpting, Rm. 120
  - **12:30-1:30 pm** Zumba®, Rm. 130
  - **1:30-2:30 pm** Yoga Sculpt, Rm. 120
  - **2:00-3:00 pm** Kardio Kickboxing, Rm. 130
  - **3:00-4:00 pm** 20/20/20 (step/aerobics/pilates)
  - **4:30-5:30 pm** Beginners Swim, Pool
  - **4:30-5:30 pm** Yogalates, Rm. 120
  - **5:30-6:30 pm** Timboo (Latin aerobics), Rm. 130
  - **6:30-7:30 pm** R.I.P.E.D.™ Rm. 120
  - **6:45-7:45 pm** Spin® & Sculpt, Rm. 130

---

**TUESDAY + THURSDAY**

- **7:00-8:00 am** Spinning®, Rm. 130
  - **7:30-8:30 am** Insanity®, Rm. 120
  - **8:30-9:30 am** Spin® & Core, Rm. 130
  - **9:00-10:00 am** Yoga Flow, Rm. 120
  - **10:30-11:30 am** Climb Fit & Abs, Climb Gym
  - **11:00-12:00 pm** Zumba®, Toning, Rm. 120
  - **11:30-12:30 pm** Ballet Strength Workout, Rm 110A
  - **11:45-12:45 pm** Climb Fit & Abs, Climb Gym
  - **12:00-1:00 pm** Spin® & Sculpt, Rm. 130
  - **12:30-1:30 pm** Hatha Yoga, Rm. 110 A
  - **2:00-3:00 pm** Zumba®, Rm. 130
  - **2:30-3:30 pm** Total Body Workout, Rm. 120
  - **3:30-4:30 pm** Boxing conditioning, Rm. 110
  - **4:00-5:00 pm** Toning Pilates
  - **4:45-5:45 pm** Boxing Conditioning, Rm. 110
  - **5:15-6:15 pm** Zumba®, Rm. 120
  - **6:30-7:30 pm** Spin® & Sculpt, Rm. 130
  - **6:30-7:30 pm** Body Sculpting, Rm. 120

---

**SATURDAY**

- **8:30-9:30 am** Yoga & Meditation, Rm. 110A
  - **9:00-10:00 am** Zumba®, Rm. 130
  - **10:30-11:30 am** R.I.P.E.D.™ Rm. 120

---

**EXERCISE ORIENTATION**

- **Wednesday, February 5** 4:00 pm to 6:00 pm
- **Saturday, February 15** 10:00 am to 3:00 pm
- **Monday, February 24** 5:30 pm to 6:30 pm
- **Friday, February 28** 2:00 pm to 3:00 pm

---

**OUTDOOR ADVENTURE**

- **January 25th** Ski Apache
- **February 1st** Ski Apache
- **February 8th** Ski Apache
- **March 8th - 13th** South Llano River State Park
- **April 12th** Hueco Tanks

---

**SKILLS CLINICS**

- **March 1st** Beginner’s Mountain Bike
- **March 22nd** Beginner’s Mountain Bike
- **April 5th** Intermediate Mountain Bike

---

**CLIMBING GYM**

- **February 17th - 21st** 100 Climbs for 100 Years Celebration @Climbing Gym

---

**OPEN CLIMB**

- **Monday & Tuesday 5:00-8:00 pm**
- **Wednesday 11:00 am-8:00 pm**
- **Thursday & Friday 2:00-8:00 pm**
- **Saturday 1:00-4:00 pm**
- **Sunday - Closed**

---

**BELAY CLASS**

- **Friday 12:00-2:00 pm**
- **Saturday 11:00 am-1:00 pm**

---

**EQUIPMENT RENTAL HOURS**

- **Monday-Friday 3:00-6:00 pm**

---

**INTRAMURAL SPRING 2014**

**SPORT**

- Basketball
- Bowling
- Free Throws
- 3-Point Shoot Out
- Miniature Golf
- Indoor Soccer Shoot-out
- Racquetball
- Indoor Mini Triathlon
- Softball
- Indoor Soccer Shoot-out
- Table Tennis
- Dodgeball
- Sand Volleyball
- Frisbee Golf
- Swim Meet

**DEADLINE**

- 1/29/2014
- 2/5/2014
- 2/12/2014
- 2/19/2014
- 2/26/2014
- 3/3/2014
- 3/5/2014
- 3/19/2014
- 3/24/2014
- 3/26/2014
- 4/2/2014
- 4/7/2014
- 4/21/2014
- 4/23/2014
- 4/30/2014

**START**

- 2/3/2014
- 2/5/2014
- 2/12/2014
- 2/19/2014
- 2/26/2014
- 3/3/2014
- 3/5/2014
- 3/19/2014
- 3/24/2014
- 3/26/2014
- 4/2/2014
- 4/9/2014
- 4/21/2014
- 4/23/2014
- 4/30/2014

**BUILDING HOURS**

**SPRING**

- Mon. - Thu. 5:30 am - 10:00 am
- Fri. 5:30 am - 8:00 pm
- Sat. 8:00 am - 5:00 pm
- Sun. 12:00 pm - 5:00 pm
A guide to Cloudcroft, N.M., a hipster paradise

BY S. DAVID RAMIREZ
The Prospector

Two hours up the Patriot Freeway, past Alamogordo, lies Cloudcroft, New Mexico. At 9,000 feet above sea level, Cloudcroft sits at the perfect altitude to be consistently 30 degrees cooler than El Paso. The village, though small, has the charm and charisma that other increasingly commercial mountain towns, like Ruidoso, have lost.

A few off-duty Prospector staff—three of which happen to have hipster-like qualities—paid a short visit to the village on Jan. 18. They determined that it is the ultimate winter hipster haven.

Whether bringing in or buying in water is a must. At this altitude, water retention is decreased. El Pasoans may suffer from dizziness, nausea or headaches as symptoms of altitude sickness, but H2O is the best remedy.

Ski Pecos, previously Ski Cloudcroft, is easily accessible just outside the village limits. A full outfit of equipment and gear can be rented for less than $20, including more interesting winter sports like snowshoes, snowskis and cross-country skis.

While heading towards East, south- east of the village, is the Dunn Solar Telescope at Smokey, New Mexico. The road leading in is labeled with planets, all spaced by relative distance to the sun. Scientifically inclined hipsters will revel at the opportunity to see one of three flagship solar telescopes in the country. (Nighttime telescopes are so mainstream.) It is also a rare chance to get encouraged to store directly at the sun. The facilities, gift shop and restrooms are generally open from 9 – 5 though weather conditions may limit accessibility.

Lunch is best eaten at the local culinary enclave. Off of the highway is a joint located in New Mexico, selling Texas BBQ and run by Albasians. Regardless of their statehood affiliation, Tamoxi Bar-B-Q has a homemade sauce worthy of dousing any cut of meat and a large enough menu to provide options to most diners. Don’t expect gluten free in this town through.

A few blocks down are the shopping areas on Burro Street. Many stores have winter hours which will see them closing at about 4:30 p.m. Visitors should plan accordingly.

Cattycorner from High Altitude is the Mountain Bakery. The owner, previously of Louisiana, brings a certain southern charm to baked goods. The owner is often the one serving and baking, so take a moment to relax and chat with him. Last time around, he was pondering the physics of the perfect baguette (French donut).

Upstairs, right next to the Mountain Times newspaper office, is Imaginary Books. The shop has a phenomenal selection of classics, best-sellers and science fiction. Dotting the walls are sheets of paper proclaiming “The Book Man’s best” with lists of western novels and romance recommendations. The prices are phenomenal and the view from the store windows is stellar.

The main street rolls up early in the mountains. After dark, the options are severely limited. Allholls, a local convenience store, stays open late in the evenings. But most shopping is done by 6 p.m.

The Front Porch Grill is a mainstay in Cloudcroft. The Sacramento Mountains may not be known for its cuisine but a visit to The Porch may change that. Fajitas, beer and wings seem to taste better at the altitude, though the restaurant also serves a variety of local dishes, which include green chile.

Anyone staying in the National Forest must look skyward after dark. The village doesn’t have light pollution. The air is clear of smog and the stars themselves are thousands of feet closer. With a number of applications available on devices to locate constellation, this is the moment to become an amateur astronomer.

The drive back home will take hipsters through other villages like Wocos ten and High Rolls. Many of them have shops that sell local produce and products. High Rolls is known for its homemade apple butter and cider, while fruit stands dot the highway. The drive will leave the national forest. They are at the foot of the mountain and carry a number of hyper-local products. Pitchers, wine and other orchard products are available along the craft and artisanal products. The apple wine is a perfect gift to remember the crisp, sweet air of the Sacramento Mountains while the lemon-lime pitchakes are an ideal symbol of the rugged earth of Southern New Mexico.

After you get off the mountain, wash your car. The salt and clay they use to un-slick the road can wreak havoc on an undercarriage. The Boy Scouts have a motto to camping. Leave only footprints and take only pictures. The hipster haven deserves to preserve its quiet cool nest in the Sacramento Mountains.

1. David Ramirez may be reached at dramirez@elpasotimes.com.
CENTENNIAL MUSEUM ENCOURAGES THE COMMUNITY TO BE INVOLVED WITH UTEP CELEBRATION

*Miner Strong: A Century of Sports at UTEP* will be on display until March 18. The Centennial Museum is open Tues.-Sat. 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Admission is free.

BY JOSE SOTO
The Prospector

The Centennial Museum and Chihuahuan Desert Gardens has launched "The Centennial Exhibit Series." The series features exhibits that will help enhance the knowledge of UTEP history and traditions. They have also started a Centennial Tour Series that will provide UTEP students, faculty and staff, as well as the El Paso community, with an insight into the university's 100 years of existence.

Manuel Villaflor, director of the Centennial Museum, said that it has been tough on her and her staff to come together on this immense project, but nonetheless it is very exciting. "It took us about nine months to finalize all of the tours, but it's been a lot of fun throughout the entire process," Villaflor said. "The Centennial Exhibit Series as well as the Centennial Tour Series are very important and will contribute a lot to the celebration, mainly because it will mostly be all about the community's interaction as a whole.

"The walking tours are intended to give UTEP and El Paso community members behind-the-scenes look into the different aspects of the UTEP campus, showcasing the rich and beautiful campus. The exhibits will highlight UTEP's most important milestones, arts and culture, sports, philanthropic alumni and the many haunted buildings that have left stories behind.

"This month, the tour highlighted the unique Modernist architectural style as well as influences from other different architects. This tour was designed by a former UTEP art director, Max Grossman," Villaflor said. "The theme of the tours will change each month, allocating different features and areas of the campus.

Not only is this an opportunity for the El Paso community to learn more about the pride of the city, but also for the students and staff themselves. This is an amazing way to integrate community members to the celebration. Villaflor said.

"This is also a great opportunity for students and staff to enhance their knowledge of the campus, especially those new to it," said Jessica Macias, junior art education major and a tour volunteer.

Macias said she felt lucky to have Stacey E. Schulte as her art history professor this past semester, since she was able to get involved in the museum series. There is so much artwork around campus that is just waiting to be appreciated and remembered. Macias said.

"As students, we walk around campus and pass the artwork around campus a million times a semester without giving it a second glance," Macias said. "I want to say to my fellow UTEP students to take the time and appreciate the campus. In doing so, you will receive inspiration to keep you going. You will find yourself relating to the art, how it was created and the story of how it ended up here. The campus connects us to each other in our experience as UTEP students and as future community leaders."

The current display, entitled "Miner Strong: A Century of Sports at UTEP," was designed in conjunction with the UTEP Athletics Department, pays homage to former coach Don Corso. MUSEUM, page 12
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Bringing back rock 'n roll: The UDT presents 'Smokey Joe's Cafe'

BY AMBER GOMEZ
The Prospector

Returning for the second time in the UTEP Dinner Theatre's history is the "most successful revue" ev ever hit campus.

The premiere in 2004 of "Smokey Joe's Cafe" was a standing-room-only hit and featured music by Jerry Lieber and Mike Stoller. In this year's offering, the lighting, stage and a few faces are new, along with some familiar ones.

"Smokey Joe's Cafe" is a musical revue, a production that features an eclectic mix of songs from an eclectic mix of music genres. According to producer and musical director Patrick Provencio, the cast was kept small with some new talent, but also includes some of the veteran performers such as Velas. Director Greg Taylor described the new cast as fantastic group of vocalists and very talented cast.

"It has been great to hear the different interpretations of the songs by the people new to "Smokey Joe's Cafe," Taylor said. "Every person who sings brings a different sound to songs you have heard before, and they put their own twist on songs you may be familiar with."

One of Taylor's favorites being performed is "Stand By Me" because of its great melody and wonderful lyrics. According to him, this song will be a perfect finale for the show, and the audience who views the performance is sure to love it.

"A show like 'Smokey Joe's' rises to a whole new level when the audience is really into it and tapping their feet, clapping their hands and shouting along to the lyrics," Taylor said. "The show comes alive when it goes in front of an audience!"

He encourages all UTEP students to give the UDT a try as "Smokey Joe's Cafe" is "a perfect introduction because it is a non-stop hit song after hit song."

"Smokey Joe's Cafe" is part of a season of musicals to celebrate UTEP's centennial by bringing back this historical production.

"We can certainly hope this show will bring in lots of people to share in the joy of the show," Velas said. "Truly the focus goes to putting on a great show that will make the audience happy and coming back for more." Opening night will be at 7 p.m. on Friday, Jan. 31 at the UTEP Dinner Theatre, located in the second floor of the Union West Building.

For more information on performance dates and prices, call 747-4860.

Weekdays. Las Cruces-Anthony-El Paso
NMCD Park & Ride
Only $3 each way!
rmparkandride.com
New Mexican burger joint says howdy to Texas

By Lesly Limon

The Prospector

With 76 locations throughout New Mexico, Blake’s Lotaburger is finally making its way to El Paso—marking the first location that the fast-food chain has established outside of its birth state.

“It’s been pretty busy since we opened,” said assistant manager Beata Hernandez. “We have a large staff and all of this is still kinda new to us, but we are all learning together. It’s a lot of fun!”

Opening in early January 2014, Blake’s Lotaburger has been booming with new customers. Lotaburger has become very popular over the years and it was even featured in the AMC series “Breaking Bad,” which takes place in Albuquerque.

“I think it’s worth the trip over there because it tastes homemade, plus it’s a break from the traditional burger you’ll get at McDonald’s or Burger King,” said Elisa Lozano, junior graphic design major. “I would rather have a green chili burger with chili cheese fries and a shake over McDonald’s any day. I’m already planning when I’m going to be on that side of town, just so I can stop by again.”

In 2006, National Geographic voted the restaurant as having the “Best Green Chili Cheeseburger in the World.” Blake’s only uses green chili from Hatch, N.M.

“If you’ve never been here before, I would recommend the Lotaburger,” Hernandez said. “Get the Lotaburger with green chili, cheese and bacon. The chili cheese fries are pretty good too.”

Once there, I decided I had to try one of Lotaburger’s green chili burger while I was there and I wasn’t disappointed at all. Not your typical fast-food burger, it was absolutely delicious!

Although many El Pasosans are eager to try out these burgers, customers will have to be patient for their food since the staff is getting used to the routine.

“I waited a bit for my food, but it was totally worth the wait,” said Stephen Lawson, junior anthropology major. “I understand they are pretty busy since the place just opened two weeks ago, but I’m not disappointed with the food.”

According to the staff, an Eastside location is scheduled to open up soon, however the opening date is still tentative. Blake’s Lotaburger is located at 7017 N. Mesa Street near Resler Drive.

Lesly Limon may be reached at theprospectordaily.ent@gmail.com
My one reason?
To help pay for books and tuition.
You only need one reason to donate plasma.

Find out how becoming a plasma donor can make a difference for patients and help you earn extra money.

New donors earn $100 this week.
Donate today at:
Talecris Plasma Resources in El Paso

720 Texas Ave. (915) 542-0631
4710 Alabama St. (915) 532-5923
8802 Alameda Ave. (915) 859-6855
3515 Alameda Ave. (915) 351-0920

grifolsplasma.com

In addition to meeting the donation criteria, you must provide a valid photo I.D., proof of your current address and your Social Security or immigration card to donate. Must be 18 years of age or older to donate.

GRIFOLS Pride for Donors. Passion for Patients.
THE CENTENNIAL EXHIBIT SERIES

"UTEF in the News"
April 1 – May 24, 2014
Tom Lee Gallery, Centennial Museum
With its 100-year history, some very significant stories have been generated at UTEP. This exhibit takes a look back at some of those headlines.

"UTEF & The Chicano Movement"
June 7 – Aug. 3, 2014
Tom Lee Gallery, Centennial Museum
This exhibit chronicles the various student movements of the 1960s and 1970s that led to significant changes in policies and curriculum at UTEP.

THE CENTENNIAL TOUR SERIES

Arts on Campus
Feb. 8, 2014
A collection of artwork by some of El Paso’s most distinguished artists – Tom Lee, José Cisneros and Luis Jimenez. Newer additions, such as the “Mining Minds” sculpture now form part of the university’s distinctive landscape.

"Glory Road"
March 2014
Insight look at where Don and Mary Haskins lived on campus and other significant stories related to UTEP’s storied history and Hollywood’s gripping story.

Athletics Facilities (Basketball)
April 2014
A look inside Memorial Gym, the Don Haskins Center and the F.timestamps传统文化.

UTEF History
June and July 2014
Insight on UTEP’s rich 100-year history by walking through the beautiful campus. Highlights will include stops at the original buildings on campus and other significant markers.

Bhutan on Campus
Aug. 2014
Learn about UTEP’s ties to the Kingdom of Bhutan through many of the buildings on campus. This tour will include a stop at the new Lhakhang – an authentic, hand-rafted Bhutanese building gifted to the United States and entrusted to UTEP by the people of Bhutan.

Arts & Culture on Campus
Sept. 2014
Backstage access to all of the places on campus where the public can see great theatre performances, art exhibits and listen to live musical performances.

'Dead Ahead,' a virtual zombie apocalypse

"Dead Ahead" is available on iTunes and the Play store at no charge.

BY JAMIE ODEZADA
The Prospector
There are plenty of games out there for your phone or tablets. Naturally, as great as they all are, they eventually reach an expiration date, where we all simply get bored of them. So if you have exhausted your recent time killer over the winter break, then maybe you should consider “Dead Ahead.”

"Dead Ahead" is a runner game, where as a young man or woman, you ride your motorcycle through an apocalyptic wasteland filled with zombies trying to eat you. Equipped with weapons, time runs out as you avoid coming around and fire back at the zombies closing in on you. If you run low on bullets, your weapon will reload momentarily, in the meantime speed up to get away, but watch out for roadblocks, abandoned cars or ramps that send you flying.

The graphics are minimal and semi-nostalgic of arcade games, but enough to give crisp details that allow the game to suck you in. As the game goes on, you can buy new weapons and bikes with either real money or game money that you earn after each game session. Because everybody is different, upgrades in both bikes and weapons change drastically. The game offers fast bikes, but they are easily stopped by any object in its way and bullet bikes aren’t quick with speed, but get good momentum going while mowing through zombies that might get in your way. Weapons are similar. If you like explosive weapons get a grenade launcher, which has limited ammo or you can get a machine gun that gets plenty of ammo with minimal damage.

As you progress, the challenges get harder, leaving you doing the same level for days at a time. There are also four different scenarios, which provide more obstacles to overcome around, but the money you earn also goes up drastically.

With challenges that regularly get harder, bowen and an opportunity to upgrade and change the color of your bike, this game is worth the download. From more so, it will be great for when you’re waiting in line, sitting at home, or a few minutes before class begins.

*Some names may be redacted for privacy purposes.
Seeking to bounce back

BY LUIS BARRIO
The Prospector

After a 1-3 start to this season, the UTEP women’s basketball team lost two straight contests. First, at the hands of Middle Tennessee State on the road on Jan. 15 and to Charlotte Jan. 18 on the Don Haskins.

On Jan. 15, the Miners took on pre-season favorites Middle Tennessee in a tough environment and came out with a 69-58 final score. They lost in a shootout on Jan. 18, where the Miners scored 86 points, but still lost the game. This is the fourth game in head coach Kevin Adams’ era in which the Miners scored 80 points or more and still failed to come away with the victory. They are now 6-1 in these scenarios.

Now seeking to recover their early form, the Miners will face the Southern Mississippi Golden Eagles on Jan. 22. "They are a tough environment and came out with a 69-58 final score. They lost in a shootout on Jan. 18, where the Miners scored 86 points, but still lost the game. This is the fourth game in head coach Kevin Adams’ era in which the Miners scored 80 points or more and still failed to come away with the victory. They are now 6-1 in these scenarios."

Willms said. "I've been sitting out for in the Orange and White scrimmage, in the weight room, so it brings the best out of you."

Prep, I was good enough to play Division I basketball. After a 13-2 start this season, the Miners will face the South Mississippi Golden Eagles. The Miners' first foe this week is the Golden Eagles. The Miners are at the top of the conference in points per game. The Golden Eagles are third.

The Prospector
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"If we let the other team score 90 something points, we're probably going to get our tails kicked," Adams said. "So we're going to have to figure out a way to play some defense and guard somebody.

Both schools are equal in scoring defense, at allowing their opponents to score under 66 points per game. The defensive hold and rebounding is what will win the game, since it's expected that both teams will score plenty of points on the offensive end.

Sophomore guard Jensen Nahacknowledged that defensive pressure can be weighed on in this format versus the Golden Eagles.

nnett, Dominic Artis and many other talented players. Unsurprisingly, his time at Findlay Prep convinced him that he was good enough to play Division I basketball.

"I realized when I went to Findlay Prep, I was good enough to play at the next level," Williams said. "You go up against really good players all the time, so it brings the best out of you."

Since arriving at UTEP, things have not been easy. Williams redshirted all of the 2012-13 season due to a shoulder injury that required surgery. Still to this day, Williams is still finding ways to improve with his right arm.

"It's still tough, I think my right needs some improvement. I still can't put use it in the weight room, so I'm still trying to get it stronger on a day-to-day basis," Williams said.

Willms might not always get a good amount of playing time, but when he is on the court it is obvious that he is always anxious to play. Right off the bat, he showed his excitement to play in the Orange and White scrimmage, scoring 21 points.

"I tried to put it all out there," Williams said. "I've been sitting out for 21 days and I'm back in the mix."

Willms started in UTEP’s win over NTSU and UAB. He is averaging 5.3 points per game.

FILE PHOTO / THE PROSPECTOR

Willms aims for new heights

BY JAVIER CORTEZ
The Prospector

You might not catch him on the court all the time, but he is hard to walk on campus and not notice a 7-foot Canadian on your way to class. Walk on campus and not notice a 7-foot Canadian on your way to class.

If you've been living under a rock, or you don't care for UTEP basketball, you have heard about the three UTEP basketball players who were kicked off the team.

At first glance, it seems like that's the new norm for UTEP basketball. But so far this season, out of their best recruit in school history, and 10 games in they were 5-5. Sadly, for the first time in eight years, they were swept by New Mexico State in the Battle of 1-10. This then happened. Bad luck seems to be the theme of the 2013-14 UTEP mens’ basketball team.

In just four months, the Miners went from an NCAA tournament dark horse to a team on the brink of mediocrity. Three weeks into January, and it's been the same opposite. The Miners came off two big road wins against Middle Tennessee State and UAB, and they have established their defense after struggling early on in the season with foul trouble due to their lack of depth.

Senior center John Rahoman has been named Conference USA Player of the Week twice, freshman forward Vince Hunter has played his best back-to-back games in his young career, C.I. Cooper seems to be coming out of his shooting slump and Julian Washburn is UTEP's best defensive player on the team.

At the moment, UTEP has responded well in the long run the job this out there on your lips. When you look at the level of play of Conference USA, there isn't much, due to the fact that SMU, Houston, UCF and Memphis left to the American Athletic Conference. There is a high possibility that Conference USA will only get one tournament bid. The Miners can finish within the top three in Conference USA, possibly win 20 games and still lose out on March Madness.

Meaning: the Miners would need to win the Conference USA tournament to get in, it's either championship or bust for the Miners.

The lack of depth of the Miners can weigh heavily in the season. UTEP went from a team that had solid depth, to a team that needs contributions from four newcomers (Hunter, Flaggert, Caldwell, and Willms) every night. Meaning: Rahoman, Washburn and Cooper can't afford to play bad games on the same night.

To be specific, the departures of Moore, Ragland and Crookle hurt the Miners. McKinzie Moore established himself as one of UTEP’s top three scorers, and every night you could count on Moore to give you 10 to 13 points. Whether he came off the bench or started, Moore was a consistent third scorer behind Bohannon and Washburn. This duty is now in the hands of Vince Hunter, which he can handle at times, but he also struggles with foul trouble. Through 19 games, Hunter has fouled out eight times, and as the most freshman player, Hunter is
HUNTER GRABS SECOND CONFERENCE HONOR

UTEP forward Vince Hunter was selected the Conference USA Freshman of the Week on Jan. 20. This is his second honor in the last four weeks.

Hunter was also named Freshman of the Week on Dec. 30.

Hunter led the Miners in scoring in both games as UTEP posted road wins at Middle Tennessee (63-54) and UAB (63-61). UTEP ended Middle Tennessee’s 25-game home-winning streak versus conference opponents and dropped the Blazers to 10-1 at home this season.

Hunter averaged 19 points, 8.5 rebounds and three steals in the two games, making 17- of-25 shots (68%). He tied his season-high with 20 points at Middle Tennessee, connecting on 10-of-13 shot attempts, while adding eight rebounds and four steals. He became the first UTEP freshman in nearly 11 years to score 20 points in back-to-back games.

Hunter followed that up by posting 18 points, nine boards and two steals at UAB.

MINERS OPEN INDOOR TRACK AND FIELD SEASON

The UTEP track and field team kicked off the indoor season at the Lobos Collegiate Open at the Albuquerque Convention Center on Jan. 18.

On the men’s side, sprinter A-Shawn Mitchell claimed bronze in the 600-meter run with a personal best of one minute, 21.01 seconds.

Adding to the men’s speed was sprinter Mark Jackson, who garnered a 23rd national ranking with a time of 6.74 seconds to finish in the 60-meter dash. Continuing his success, Jackson captured silver in the 200-meter dash with a time of 21.57 seconds. Newcomer James Bias trailed close behind with a time of 21.79 seconds, finishing sixth out of 26 runners.

Hurdler Sven Zielner added to the Miners’ success as he placed second in the 60-meters with hurdles with a time of 8.22 seconds.

Anthony Rotich ran the one mile run, claiming gold, with a time of four minutes, 10.72 seconds. Rotich’s time ranks him third on the TFRRS performance list.

Cosmas Boit was the second collegiate runner to cross the finish line in the event with a time of four minutes, 13.07 seconds.

Also proving to be a threat on the field this season is Nickeavea Wilson in the women’s long jump. The junior took second place in the event with a personal best of 6.01 meters (19-08.75). Wilson’s mark ranks her 19th on the TFRRS performance list.

Adding to the women’s success was hurdler Janice Jackson in the 60-meter hurdles. The senior posted a personal best of 8.20, winning the event by 0.23 seconds and garnering her fourth on the TFRRS performance list.

The Miners will return to Albuquerque next weekend to compete at New Mexico’s Cherry & Silver Invitational.
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a year and that is a long time. I do not want to sit out again.”

Cedrick Lang said he has been in a similar situation and could see the same mistakes that he made as a freshman.

“If he had to improve on anything I would say he needs to get a little tougher,” Lang said. “In college you have to get used to being hit every time you come down the floor. I remember being a freshman and doing things I was not supposed to do, missing shots I should have made, but as time goes on he will learn.”

Floyd knows that Williams might not always get significant minutes, but with his competitiveness, Williams can become a great player.

“Matt has the tools to become a really good player at some point. He has a great deal of young talent, but he needs to learn that he needs to get stronger, his impact on the game could become significant. He has only been playing organized basketball for the past couple years, but he has the tools to excel at UTEP.”

Lang said Williams’ height is a big advantage for the front court.

“Well he is really tall he has great length so that becomes an advantage for us,” Lang said. “Plus he can run the floor really well, block shots.”

Like any good Miner, at the end of the day Williams wants to see his team improve and puts winning on his first priority.

“I just want to win” Williams said. “Hopefully we improve and compete for a conference championship— at the end of the day, I just want our team to be successful.”

— Joner Carter may be reached at jcarter@utep.edu

NOW HIRING!

Planet Fitness is looking to fill the following position:

• FITNESS TRAINER
  - Certification and experience required.

Please bring your resume to Planet Fitness at 5700 N. Mesa on January 23, 2014 between 12-2pm.
Arizona Intercollegiate opens spring season

BY LUIS BARROD
The Prospector

With the second half of the season approaching, the UTEP men’s golf team is preparing for the Arizona Intercollegiate tournament to be held Jan. 27 and 28 in Tucson, Ariz.

This is the first year the tournament will be held at the Seawinds Golf Club. The University of Arizona will be hosting the tournament.

Teams such as the New Mexico Lobos, California Bear, Southern California Trojans and Oregon State Beavers will participate. The 7,400-yard layout will prove a good test since it’s only been open for a couple of months.

The men’s team begins practice on Jan. 17 and begins qualifying for the upcoming tournament. The team will travel with five players to score the total. The final five will be determined late on Jan. 21 once qualifying is completed.

“This Saturday we are heading off to Arizona. It’s going to be really good field out there, there are a lot of very good teams,” said head coach Scott Lieberwirth. “We are going to have to spend this week working hard and cleaning some areas.”

One of the players that Lieberwirth is confident will make the trip is junior Martin Simonsen. The last time the Miners participated in a competition was when they hosted the Price’s “Citrus Fire” Invitational at Butterfield Golf Course last October, in which Simonsen won as an individual. The team finished fifth out of 13 teams.

“That was a great win for him. He’s been knocking on the door a few times to get an individual win, he just played fantastic.” Lieberwirth said. “Right now he’s playing the best of anybody on the team now. As long as he gets his putter to cooperate, I really expect him to be in the mix to win quite a few tournaments this spring.”

Simonsen said that his win in October motivates him to keep working hard and keep getting better.

“It was nice to finally got a win. I’ve been working at it for quite a while and I had a lot of good chances at winning before and finally getting one in our own tournament was cool,” Simonsen said. “I feel like I’m hitting the ball pretty well right now so hopefully I can maintain the putting getting it might be another victory.”

Putting and a player’s short game is what wins tournaments. Being able to make the crucial five-footer for par or birdie opportunity is where the game is won.

Graduate from Cathedral High School, junior Jacob Loy is one of the players who put himself in position to make the five-man roster.

“Qualifying is used to see where everyone’s games are at the moment, especially now after the winter break,” Loy said. “Some things I like to keep in mind during qualifying is to treat it like a tournament. You don’t want to be treating qualifying like any other round because when you go to the tournament, it’s hard to switch mindsets from just playing with your teammates to playing a tournament.”

Lieberwirth said that the team has a lot of potential and has high hopes not only for what they can achieve in the Arizona Intercollegiate but also in the spring season.

“Ultimately if we play well this spring, it’s going to the NCAA National first, at least get us into the regional tournament,” Lieberwirth said. “We have to approach every tournament as an opportunity. The first back is always a challenging one. We have to take it!”

The two-day tournament will be crucial to get the team into rhythm after the long winter break and to be better prepared better for the following tournaments in February such as the UTSA Oak Hills Invitational and the John Burns Intercollegiate in Hawaii.

“I expect myself to improve in all aspects of the game, but most importantly being a better asset for my team,” Loy said. “I expect my team to do the same and not give up as well. We just have to do the best we can do it regularly.”

Luis Barrood can be reached at luis.barrood@utep.edu
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Still figuring it out and learning how to be competitive.

Jalen Ragland’s contribution is a little more perplexing. After very little playing time last season, Ragland seemed to earn a spot in Floyd’s starting lineup or top six rotation. At 6 feet, 7 inches, he looked like he could stretch the floor at the wing position and be a knockdown 3-point shooter for the Miners. It didn’t quite work out that way—as his shooting percentages dipped as did his playing time. Although he played himself out of the lineup, Ragland still showed promise, and at some point he eventually started knocking down some shots.

Justin Croggle is definitely not better than McKenzie Moore, but his role was definitely more important. When the Miners lacked the most depth at point guard, and Croggle showed early on that he could be a good back up to C.J. Cooper, giving him a breathing and sharing some of the scoring responsibilities that came at the position. The first two games after Croggle was suspended, Cooper went three for 18 from the 3-point line and six for 27 from the field, shooting 36.6 and 32.1 percent respectively. This shows just how important Croggla was.

Whether the Miners keep winning or feel the effects of a depleted team late in the season, the Miners are showing promise. The only question is whether that promise will pay off for a special run at the end of this season or for the start of next year.

Join us Saturday, February 6th

9 am - 2 pm

Engineering

Science Expo

Union Bldg. East, 3rd Floor

www.haskinhouserestaurant.com

SPECIALS ONLY VALID WITH STUDENT OR STAFF I.D.
LEAD LIKE A BOSS! Let your leadership skills reach new heights. Get involved, mentor, create, inspire, live your life to the fullest and lead others to do the same.

JANUARY 29TH OPENING PROGRAM
The Links of Leadership
Union East, 3rd Floor, Tomas Rivera Conference Center
11:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
- Dr. Gary Edens, UTEP Vice President for Student Affairs
- Jason Brewer, AVANCE
- Stephanie Wolton, Director, UTEP Professional and Public Programs (P3)

FEBRUARY 14TH
Queer Leadership Conference
Union East, 3rd Floor, Tomas Rivera Conference Center
9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

FEBRUARY 5TH
Piecing it Together: The Engaged Student
Union Cinema
11:30 a.m. - 1 p.m.
- Dr. Gina Nunez, UTEP Associate Professor of Anthropology
Sponsoring student organizations: ONE Campus Challenge and The University Honor Council

FEBRUARY 18TH
Etiquette Dinner* (registration required)
El Paso Club (Downtown)
5:30 p.m.
*Etiquette Dinner Register through Job Mine at utep.edu/career

FEBRUARY 12TH
The Building Blocks of Leadership
Union Cinema
11:30 a.m. - 1 p.m.
- Dr. Diana Nalda-Cio, UTEP Provost
BAJA SAE UTEP 2014 Team
Sponsoring student organizations: Business College Council and BAJA SAE UTEP 2014 Team

FEBRUARY 19TH
UTEP 21st Century Scholars
(By Invitation Only)

All events sponsored by the following student organizations:
National Society of Leadership & Success, Miner Ambassadors and the Student Alumni Association.

FEBRUARY 21ST
Lead Like a Boss Leadership Conference Day **
Grand Finale of UTEP L.I.V.E. Program series
with breakout sessions and a luncheon keynote presentation by Tom Kriegstein.
**Lead Like a Boss Leadership Conference Day Register today at: sq.utepe.edu/live - $10

GET INTO THE CONVERSATION AND GET THE LATEST UPDATES!
#UTEPLIVE